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Summary 

With more than 150 enterprise applications and 150+ SaaS applications, VMware’s IT Operations team faced a 
pressing need to create automated, scalable processes to deliver production-quality business workloads on 
demand before business productivity became seriously threatened. It was taking between 3 and 8 weeks to 
manually set up development and test workload instances, and each of the enterprise applications needed at 
least 8 hours to set up. 

The Journey 

“Given the pace of business in the cloud, it was clear that the provisioning process threatened to impede the 
delivery of applications to the enterprise,” said Sreekanth Indireddy, Technical Manager in VMware IT. “We 
needed to harness one of the biggest promises of the cloud—automation—to more rapidly deliver business 
workloads that could keep up with our business.” 

 

Using VMware’s vCloud Stack including vFabric Application Director, vCloud Automation Center, and vCenter 
Orchestrator, IT created vCloud Automation and Management Platform, a mechanism for deploying 
automated business workloads that has dramatically reduced the time needed to develop and deploy cloud 
solutions at scale. Today, vCloud Automation and Management Platform has slashed the time needed to set 
up business workloads from as much as 8 weeks to just a few days.  

 

With vCloud Automation and Management Platform, the workload instance creation process has been 
automated, and the time needed is down to as little as 23 hours. Each workload instance is exactly replicated, 
eliminating the possibility for human error through manual processes. And the process is scalable; once the 
instance is live, IT can add new clusters in just a couple of hours. 

 

“The beauty of vCloud Automation and Management Platform is that it scales,” said Indireddy.  “We created a 
private cloud and blueprinted enterprise applications using vFabric Application Director, which allowed us to 
capture processes for the entire Dev/Test software development lifecycle.” “vFabric Application Director is a 
great product, it’s easy to understand and allows one to easily deploy complex enterprise systems,”  he added.  

 

VMware’s own IT Operations team has been using vCloud Automation and Management Platform since 
December of last year.  “Feedback has been tremendous,” said Indireddy. “IT Ops delivered more than 600 
virtual machines using this system in just several weeks.” 

 

With the manual process, people frequently became sidetracked troubleshooting problems that resulted from 
error or peculiarities that had never before been encountered. vCloud Automation and Management 
Platform, by contrast, creates repeatable and predictable processes.  

 

“Once you do a blueprint, you are good—your Dev/Test workload instance will perform the same way every 
time and work the same way, no matter who on the team might be using it,” said Indireddy. “vCloud 
Automation and Management Platform makes testing predictable.” 
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vCloud Automation and Management Platform is easy to use; IT Ops was productive within a few days after 
being informally trained by peers who developed the solution. vCloud Director maintains the application 
catalog, and vCenter Operations Manager monitors it. Phase 1 is live now and in use by the IT Ops team of 20+ 
people. 

 

The Benefits 

vCloud Automation and Management Platform will enable customers to onboard business applications to 
their own clouds much more quickly. This is beneficial for anyone, given the pace of today’s business, but it is 
especially beneficial for VMware customers who host their solutions for their own customers in the cloud.  

 

“vCloud Automation and Management Platform helps companies deliver on the promise of the cloud, which is 
to realize automation that speeds business, drives down costs, and improves productivity,” said Indireddy. 


